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Submission on Crow’s Nest Sydney Metro Site Rezoning Proposal    

1. I object because the proposed development does virtually nothing to meet the 
employment goals for the area set by the Greater Sydney Commission.  

2. I object to the lost opportunity to create civic open space on the station site. Crows 
Nest has a very low ratio of open space compared to built space.   

3. I object to the height and mass of the proposed buildings. Buildings of this size are not 
needed to meet Crows Nest’s projections for increased residential stock to meet Greater 
Sydney Commission growth projections for the area.  The area is already ahead of the 
2021 targets – and has several large residential towers already approved or under 
construction.   

4. I object to the proposed bulk and scale of the towers. They are inappropriate next to 
the fine grain of Crow’s Nest streets and will be used as a ‘precedent’.   

5. I object to parking areas immediately above the railway station, which will ruin the 
view and amenity at street level.   

6. I object to this proposal over-riding Council planning controls. There is simply no 
demonstrated need for a change in established planning practice to occur.  

7. I object to the significant overshadowing effect from these proposed buildings which 
will hem in the surrounding streets and community.    

8. I object to the blatant attempt in the DRAFT St Leonards Crows Nest Plan 2036 to 
create a high rise corridor down the Pacific Highway, including this Metro Rezoning 
proposal. This disregards the objective of protecting the ‘village atmosphere’ of Crows 
Nest and ruins any ability to transition from the tower developments to the surrounding 
suburbs.  

9. I object to the OUTRAGEOUS way in which this proposal has been released to the 
community and the public. The high-rise proposals were clearly under preparation while 
the community were being led to believe that the low scale over station proposal was 
proceeding. The St Leonards Crows Nest Station Precinct Interim Statement was 



released in August 2017 showing a low scale over station development proposal. The 
later Crows Nest Sydney Metro Site Rezoning Proposal was released in October 2018, 
suddenly proposing 27 storey buildings over the station, with a minimum 4 weeks to 
make submissions. That period has now been extended, but there is still community 
confusion caused by the linking of OSD and Metro station.  

10. I seek clarification to the notification before Christmas that  any development above 
the proposed Metro at Crows Nest be included as part of the Draft 2036 Plan 
to minimise impact on the community. That is, whilst the Metro station planning can 
proceed, proposals for the above ground development should not at this stage. The 
community have requested confirmation that this is the case. However, all requests to 
date have been ignored. Now at the final date for planning submissions to the rezoning, 
the community are left with the uncertainty that the rezoning still seeks to amend the 
FSR and incorporate the 27 storey OSD buildings. The community seek confirmation 
that this means the process for the spot rezoning and the concept plan for the station 
site will now not proceed in that separate form and that the period to 8 February for 
responses on the 2036 plan will cover the full area including the station area as the 
community has long proposed. 

11. I request that exhibition of the Concept SSD should be cancelled and exhibition 
should re-commence only after amendments to the North Sydney Local Environmental 
Plan 2013 have been gazetted pursuant to finalisation of the re-zoning proposal for the 
OSD and after finalisation of the St Leonards and Crows Nest 2036 Plan. If the 
proponent wishes to proceed with its Concept SSD immediately it should be required to 
do so by reference to planning documents that are already finalised viz the North Sydney 
Local Environmental Plan 2013 only and not to the OSD re-zoning proposal and the 
2036 Draft Plan. 

12. Finally, I require confirmation that finalisation of both the 2036 Plan and the OSD site 
re-zoning will not occur until after response to the feedback from the community in 
respect of both proposals. To require community members to make submissions in 
respect of the Concept SSD at the same time as they are making submissions on the 
very documents that should, in their finalised form, underpin the possible amendments to 
the North Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2013 and the final St Leonards and Crows 
Nest 2036 Plan is illogical and draws into question the commitment of the Department of 
Planning to a genuine community consultation process. 
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